
We`re doing very good 
amusements of high quality.



Production line For more information, 
please, visit our site

All the products presented in this catalogue are RIF® proper  production line.
Fully complete information about our products is presented at our web site. There are a lot of photos and videos there. The main goal of our sale department is to take into 
account the peculiarities and our clients` preferences and suggest you what meet your requirements. 
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Production lineFor more information, 
please, visit our site
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Security is our main priority on designing and producing our rides. High quality production is the principal goal of our company staff. The main RIF® company purpose is to 
guarantee a long-term quality and a secure operation of our rides.
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Complex decisions

Extreme worldInflatable trampoline 
Trampolino Park

Bouncy castle

Pool with electric 
boats

Fantastic Jump
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RIF® production line has a wide range 
of products. We are ready to offer a 
ride set for a ground of any size from a 
small space at a shopping centre to a 
city park. That will be interesting!

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Complex decisions
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The advantage of buying a ride 
unit at one manufacturer is that 
you receive a set that is installed in 
a short time at an indicated place 
and there is no need to move the 
walls or cut out the trees. 

The main advantage of working 
with a demanded and proved ride 
manufacturer is that you can be 
sure that the equipment bought is 
of a high quality and has a long-
term service. 

The main advantage of RIF® 
company group is that we offer a 
set of basic rides for a shopping 
centre, for a beach or a park zone 
with a guaranteed high quality and 
perfect service. 

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Trampolino Park trampoline

Nowadays this is the most popular ride for shopping centers and parks. 
Such inflatable units are very popular all over the world with people 
who are in favour of active leisure time. 
Moreover it`s very funny, and jumps on a trampoline are very healthy. 
Inflatable trampolines are interesting for all ages. 
Little children like playing in a pool with soft cubes, young people can 
spend hours practicing difficult tricks to do them after in the mountains 
or at a skate-park. 
And there is also space in Trampolino Park for adults who come along 
with kids to spend time together.
No matter the size of your set we`ll try to design and distinguish 
you project in the way you could have a competitive advantage.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Trampolino Park trampoline
The main characteristic of Trampolino Park manufactured by RIF® is that you receive a bouncy castle 
assembled at our factory, produced from high quality materials and painted with powdered colours. 
It takes several days to put it up thus you don`t spend a lot of money for its installation. You can even 
remove it to another place or partially modify it in case of some difficulties with a ground. 

Moreover we can integrate a trampoline with other rides: an extreme world or a rope park, a climbing 
set o a playing room. 

The construction characteristics allow using our inflatable set Trampolino Park even at a rollerdrome 
or at a bicycle car and carting tracks. 

When you choose a manufacturer bear in mind his professionalism. We`ve been manufacturing 
different rides for 20 years and we have a vast experience and a team of specialists that can make any 
idea come true. 

Trampolino Park trampoline produced by RIF® is always an exclusive project. Client`s preferences and the efficient use of a ground are our priorities.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Trampolines 50 – 150 m2 Trampolines 150 – 300 m2 Trampolines over 300 m2

Trampolino Park trampoline

These are the smallest trampolines. It`s impossible 
to do different elements and pools in this trampoline 
group. However we can collocate here a pool with soft 
balls and from 2 to 12 trampolines. The main priority is 
the visitors` safety.

This group is of middle size trampolines. Here we 
can divide zones, collocate two pools with soft balls 
if necessary and a good amount of trampolines from 
20 to 22. Unfortunately there is always a desire to 
increment the amount of trampolines due to the width 
of a trampoline but it`s not secure and not always 
comfortable for visitors.

This is the most interesting size for the visitors of your 
ride. On designing this inflatable set you can switch on 
your imagination or just trust our professional team 
of specialists. We guarantee a maximum number of 
elements taking into consideration your preferences 
subject to security norms.

tp 141

tp 094

tp 115

tp 130

tp 209

tp 222

tp 182

tp 157

tp 503

tp 432

tp 700

tp 375

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Trampolino Park trampoline
A trampoline set consists of different size trampolines and a 
huge pool with soft balls. We can install climbing walls, basketball 
hoops, special places for binding supplementary elements, 
trampolines and starting platforms as additional elements. 

The set may consist of 2 or 3 trampolines and a pool with balls 
or it may have 50 trampolines and several pools with balls.  It`s 
possible to divide a set practically or relatively into different 
zones for different ages. Everything depends on you, the size of 
your ground and the budget. 

It`s important to bear in mind that the larger the project more 
interesting it is for the visitors. A trampoline can be installed at 
any open-air ground or in the building with the ceiling height from 
4,5 m.

You can install the project in the building with a less ceiling height 
but that will limit the age of your visitors. Columns and the other 
space characteristics are not the obstacles for trampoline set 
manufacture. It just needs more attention while designing and 
complicates the trampoline construction. 

There are different ways of earning money with these trampolines 
they are fitness and aerobics, teambuilding or discos, birthdays 
and other events. Moreover the sale or rent of additional 
accessories can give additional income.      

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Climbing wall units

Climbing sets are also very popular amusement rides all over the world. Such a set may 
consist of dozens of walls to climb, a huge slide, enormous columns, an inflatable mat to 
jump and a huge column for adventure-seekers. All these extreme rides are completely 
secure because each element is equipped with an automatic fall arrest system. All the 
obstacles are of different levels of difficulty but on the whole the set is interesting for 
visitors of all ages, parents with kids will have a lovely and interesting time here. 

It`s obligatory before climbing to do 
warm-up exercises and to have the 

instructions read.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Climbing wall units
Imagine yourself hanging at a 
10 meter height. Is it high? 

And imagine that you stand on 
a small platform at a 6 meter 
height. Is it difficult? Or that 
you hang just with your arms 
practically at a shear wall 
without any fall arrest system? 
Impossible? Try it, with us 
everything is possible.

As all obstacles are equipped with an 
automatic fall arrest system a huge complex 
needs a minimum number of staff. 

This is fascinating, funny and absolutely 
safe.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Nindja park
This type of amusement is getting popular all 
over the world. We also offer our clients this type 
of equipment.

This is a combination of all known and 
popular rides such as a trampoline, 

elements of climbing set, elements of rope 
park or a playing room.

This ride is a universal 
one you can install it 

at any ground. Its size 
and form are not the 

obstacles for making 
a good complex. There is 

no need for a space with high 
ceilings but if there is an opportunity 

it`s possible to make an amusement with 
two levels or just use some high elements.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Nindja park

Nindja park ride can be successfully integrated at the 
same space with a playing room or a trampoline park. 

It`ll be more attractive and it`ll increase the income.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

"Greece" 923 25,0 7,0 8,0 5,0

"Robocar" 131 16,0 11,0 5,2 3,0

"Tropics" 924 17,9 6,3 5,6 3,9

"Magic castle" 925 11,9 8,0 6,5 3,1

“Greece”

“Magic castle”

“Tropics”

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

Bouncy castle complexes

And it`s a real inflatable complex where 
you can find different animal figures 

where one is distinguished by its size and 
a moving element,  and assault course 

elements, and an inflatable slide with an 
open and a closed racing slide. A bouncy 
castle complex is a mini park that anyone 

can`t walk past.  

“Robocar”

NEW PRODUCT

ATTENTION! These complexes are delivered 
with two ventilators. Bouncy castel is not a leak-

proof product.

Trampoline sets are getting more 
popular and we more often see them 
at the parks. The models are getting 
more different, the colours are more 

vivid, and sizes are bigger.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

"SpongeBob"

SpongeBob is based on a popular cartoon and is 
made according to the best production traditions.

Bouncy castle complexes

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

"SpongeBob" 920 10,6 10,2 9,0 3,8

"Minions – Banana" 921 11,0 10,6 9,0 5,0

"Minions – Banana 2" 926 15,0 15,0 9,0 5,0

“Cars” 161 13,3 10,2 7,2 4,2

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

ATTENTION! These complexes are delivered with two ventilators. Bouncy castel is not a leak-proof product.

Minions – Banana is based on a popular cartoon. It has 
two slides from which you can descend or get into the jaw 
of an enormous monster.  This is a very eye-catching ride 
that always has long queues to it.

“Cars”

Nowadays grandmothers and grandfathers know that Cars 
is a favourite cartoon of many kids. And a new bouncy cas-
tle complex proves it. The traffic light is always green here 
on the tracks for young racers. Lightning McQueen controls 
how kids descent from a 4 meter slide. And Mater is always 
ready to expose its mechanical platform to evacuate un-
lucky racer. Start with Cars.

“Cars”

"Minions – Banana"

"Minions – Banana 2"

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

“Dinosaur island”

Dinosaur island 2 and 
Dinosaur island are two 
bouncy castles. They 
have practically the same 
elements such as a big 
inflatable slide, volcano, an 
enormous moving dinosaur 
head and several small 
figures of other dinosaurs. 
They have vivid and 
interesting designs. The 
only difference is the size 
and form. 

“Dinosaur island 2”

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are 
delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle 
is not a leak-proof product.

NEW PRODUCT

NEW PRODUCT

Mysteries and enigmas of prehistoric times 
are interesting both for children and adults. A 
new bouncy castle complex Dinopark offers a 

fascinating journey to prehistoric jungles. Young 
palaeontologists will have to pass through a plateau 

with enormous one meter eggs, sail the river from 
a three meter slide and face with a monstrous 

Triceratops and explore its jaw.

“Dinopark”

Bouncy castle complexes

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

"Dinosaur island" 130 20,0 6,6 6,0 3,6

"Dinosaur island 2" 132 14,0 13,0 6,2 4,0

“Dinopark” 160 10,6+1,0 9,0 6,5 3,0

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

Attention! The delivery set of this bouncy castle includes 5 ventilators! Bouncy castle is not 
a leak-proof product. 

Attention! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle 
is not a leak-proof product.

“Treasure Island”

“Treasure Island 3”

NEW PRODUCT

Bouncy castle complexes

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

"Treasure Island" 117 23,7 20,6 8,0 4,0

"Treasure Island 2" 133 10,0 13,9 5,7 3,1

"Treasure Island 3" 926 18,0 6,5 5,8 2,9

“Treasure Island 2”

“Treasure Island 2”“Treasure Island”

A bounce castle unit Treasure Island is the biggest in the RIF’s production 
line. It is difficult to find a place for this complex even in a big park. But if 

you`ve managed it you`ll succeed for sure. 

And the third element 
of a bounce castle 

complex is a serious sea 
habitant shark which moving 

jaw attracts a lot of children of 
different ages.

There is a huge 
inflatable pirate 
ship, a vivid island 
with a famous 
pirate shelter and a 
trunk with treasures 
on the island.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

"Sea" 163 18,0 8,5 7,7 3,8

"Nemo" 164 14,5 10,5 8,2 5,0

“Birds“ 167 11,7 11,8 8,8 5,0

“Sea”“Sea”

“Nemo”

“Nemo”
Nemo fish is a symbol of this 
bounce castle. A predatory 
shark has bitten through 
a huge inflatable ship in 
pursuit of Nemo.

The cartoon characters look like rescue service cars. Kids like imagining 
themselves as their officers. The multitude of different inflatable cars 
attracts a lot of children. 

Sea is the most unusual in-
flatable set. Apart from the 

traditional and favourite ele-
ments such as an inflatable 

slide and a moving me-
chanical head here we have 
a special inflatable mat that 
guarantees a secure land-
ing from a 4 meter height.

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles 
are delivered with two ventilators. 
Bounce castle is not a leak-proof 

product.

Bouncy castle complexes

Serious birds from Angry Birds are 
the most know characters today. 

Both adults and children like them. 
Such a bouncy castle complex will 

draw a lot of attention.

“Birds”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

“Madagascar”

“Madagascar 2”

“Madagascar 2”

“Madagascar 2”

Bouncy castle complexes
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a platform, m

“Madagascar” 115 17,0 9,0 6,5 3,5

“Madagascar 2” 116 17,0 7,4 6,7 4,0

Our company proper technology of gluing and the best 
quality of PVC cloth on the market are the guarantee of a 

long term usage of your inflatable set.

These inflatable sets can be of different size and form but all of them are full of a maximum number of 
inflatable characters and are decorated with vivid pictures. 

“Madagascar”“Madagascar”

“Madagascar”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product. 

“Caribbean”

“Caribbean”

A bouncy castle complex Caribbean. Imagine that a pirate ship dropped an anchor 
close to an unknown island where it faced with an enormous fish Ruffe. Your young 
sailors fall aboard an unbelievable monster descending from inflatable slides of 
Jolly Roger. The construction characteristic is that after if there is a need you can 
use each element separately.

Today we offer not just a simple inflatable set but a whole inflatable city by a combination of various inflatable trampolines that you`ll choose. And this is a real complex because 
you can find different inflatable figures of animals and characters where one is distinguished by its size and a moving element. There are also assault course elements and an 
inflatable slide with an open or a closed racing slide. An inflatable set is a kind of a mini park that you can`t walk past. 

“Jolly Roger”

Bouncy castle complexes
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a platform, m

“Jolly Roger” 110 12,0 8,0 6,0 2,7

"the Flying Dutchman" 118 24,0 9,2 8,6 4,0

“Caribbean“ 113 14,0 14,0 6,0 2,7

“the Flying Dutchman”

Who didn`t dream with being a pirate in 
the childhood and go to look for Captain 
Flint`s treasure. An enormous pirate ship 
will be interesting for everybody because 
not just you dreamed with being a 
pirate.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product. 

“Shrek”

“Jungle”

This is an enormous inflatable fortress with favourite characters inside. Here you can jump with Three 
Little Pigs, try Gingerbread man`s durability, ride Donkey, measure strength with Shrek and get into the 
Dragon`s jaw. This inflatable set as the others has an enormous inflatable head with a moving element, a 
three meter inflatable slide and some decorations made by applique work.

“Shrek М5”

Bouncy castle complexes

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

"Shrek" 114 11,6 8,8 6,5 3,0

"Shrek М5" 119 11,6 10,9 8,5 5,0!

“Jungle“ 111 13,5 11,0 3,2

"Junglemania" 922 8,0 8,0 3,7 2,5

Model Shrek-M5 exceeds the 
size of its group mate and has a 
slide with height of a top launch 
platform of 5 meters.

An inflatable set Jungles. These are 
real inflatable jungles where one can 

jump, climb, run, tumble, pass through 
a labyrinth, descend from the hippo`s 

back or even try to ride a zebra. And 
with such a size of an inflatable set 

even an adult will find himself a little 
Mowgli.

“Jungle”

"Junglemania"

NEW PRODUCT

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

“Oasis”

“Oasis”

Bouncy castle complexes
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Oasis” 101 13,0 11,0 6,3

“Multi-Safari” 108 11,0 10,0 6,6

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

The multitude of 
inflatable obstacles will 
be interesting to your 
visitors. And an inflatable 
pyramid in the centre will 
allow climbing high and 
touching a palm-trees.

An inflatable trampoline set Oasis. It`s a combination of various popular trampolines in one. Its 
important part is a themed inflatable slide with an open and a closed racing slides with a 3.5 high 
top launch platform.

“Multi-Safari” – Duck

“Multi-Safari” - Crocodile

An inflatable set Multi Safari. If you haven`t gone to Safari start with our incredible inflatable set. 
And don`t worry about your small visitors, huge inflatable figures just seem to be dangerous 
but they will surrender under pressure of young hunters. As in any Safari you`ll have to 
pass through obstacles for example, an inflatable slide of 3.5 height with an open 
and a closed racing slides. A huge inflatable mechanical figure will be the main 
symbol of Safari.

At your choice it can be a Duck, a Crocodile or a Monster. If you have your 
own idea we`re happy to collaborate.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

“Tropicana 2”

“Tropicana”

Attention! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

“Safari”

A bouncy castle Multi-tropic will be appropriate even 
for those visitors who don`t stand confidently on their 
feet.  Here we have a small 2 meter double racing 
slide. And a favourite thing with small kids is a pool 
with a multitude of colourful balls.

“Multi tropics”

Bouncy castle complexes
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Multi tropics” 109 12,2 5,0 5,0

“Safari“ 107 15,0 6,0 6,0

“Tropicana” 102 16,0 8,0 6,4

“Tropicana 2” 103 11,5 10,2 6,4

Do you think that children are too young to participate in Safari? 
We`re ready to prove the contrary! And a bouncy castle Safari will 

help us. To descend in a closed racing slide of a 3.5 meter height, to 
pass through inflatable tunnels and fight with inflatable habitants of 

jungle is a good practice before going to Safari.

A bouncy castle complex Tropicana-2. 
Try to pass through all the obstacles of 
this bouncy castle and at the end you`ll 

feel as if you`d been to tropics.

A bouncy castle complex Tropicana. 
An inflatable slide that in this case has 
racing slides an open and a closed 
one with a 3.5 meter high top launch 
platform is an important element of 
this set.  The multitude of different 
inflatable obstacles will attract a lot of 
visitors.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castle complexes

“Multi-Monster”

“Multi-Crocodile”

Attention! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is 
not a leak-proof product.

Bouncy castle complexes
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Multi-Duck” 104 11,0 8,0 5,6

“Multi-Monster“ 105 11,0 8,0 5,6

“Multi-Crocodile“ 106 11,0 8,0 5,6

“Multi-Duck”

A bouncy castle complex Multi Duck is a good combination 
of an inflatable 3 meter slide and a huge inflatable figure of 
a Duck with a moving element that is a symbol of a set.

Small children will test all the figures resistance with lots of fun and will 
measure the set height jumping.

A bouncy castle complex Multi Monster. Maybe 
at the beginning this unknown red monster 
may seem dangerous to your small visitors but 
desire to know everything will win.

A bouncy castle complex Multi Crocodile. Its special characteristic is an enormous 
inflatable Crocodile figure with a moving jaw. Where else can you get into a crocodile`s 

jaw and get out of it safe and sound and very happy? An important element of the bouncy 
castle complex is an inflatable slide that in this particular case has an open racing slide 

and a 3 meter top launch platform.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Mechanical” bouncy castles

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

The peculiarity of Dragon 
‘mechanical’ bouncy castle is 
that one may enter via climber 
while descent from the 
opposite side.  That allowed 
decreasing the overall bouncy 
castle size.

“Dragon”

Mechanical bouncy 
castle “Shark”

Mechanical bouncy 
castle “Birds”

A mechanical bouncy castle 
Shark which moving jaw is waiting 
for new adventure-seekers.

A mechanical bouncy 
castle Birds which huge 

and vivid head is seen 
from far away.

" Dino"
NEW PRODUCT

A mechanical 
bouncy castle 

Dino with its new 
and vivid design 

will attract a lot 
of visitors.

“Mechanical” bouncy castles
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

"Shark" 128 11,0 5,5 5,5

"Birds" 129 11,5 8,0 7,9

“Dragon“ 120 12,0 6,0 5,5

"Dino" 127 12,0 6,0 5,5

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Mechanical” bouncy castles

“Mechanical” bouncy castles
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Duck” 121 8,5 4,7 4,5

“Monster” 122 11,0 6,0 5,0

“Crocodile” 123 11,0 6,0 5,0

“Whale“ 124 11,0 6,0 5,0

“Fish” 125 11,0 6,0 5,0

“Ruffe“ 126 10,8 7,4 5,4

“Monster”

“Duck”

“Fish”

“Whale”

All this series trampolines are 
equipped with two ventilators. The 

potential of the first one is about 1.5 
Kw/h and is used to fill in the whole 

body of the attraction. The potential 
of the second one is about 1.1Kw/h 
and is used to lift a moving jaw. This 

one is equipped with a timer and it 
periodically switches on and off and 

the frequency of its work you can 
chose yourself.

You are not ready to buy a bouncy castle set or maybe the size of your ground doesn`t 
allow you to do it. So we suggest you start with ‘mechanical’ bounce castles. Monster, 

Crocodile, Duck, Fish, Whale and Ruffe are the most popular inflatable rides. The 
combination of a common inflatable set, an inflatable slide, a huge inflatable figure 

with a moving mechanical element is the ‘receipt’ to popularity and a huge demand 
for inflatable complexes produced by RIF®. 

“Ruffe”

An inflatable platform around 
the Ruffe bouncy castle lets 
preserve the principle to 
enter from one side and exit 
from another one ensuring 
better controls system.

For more information, 
please, visit our site

“Crocodile”
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Inflatable slide

Inflatable slide

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

"Boogeyman" 134 17,8 10,0 14,1 7,1

«Birds-mini» 137 7,5 7,0 5,2 2,7

"Formula-1" М7 131 19,0 10,0 10,0 7,0

"Formula-1" М6 132 16,0 8,0 9,0 6,0

"Butterfly" 185 7,5 7,0 5,2 2,7

"Boogeyman"

«Birds-mini»
All traditions are still alive 
nowadays and modern children 
also know who Boogeyman is. 
They can get into her hut without 
being scared and in case of 
danger leave it descending 
from a 7 meter slide cheating 
on dragons that guarding the 
entrance to her hut.

ATTENTION! These 
bouncy castles are 

delivered with the ven-
tilators. Bounce castle 

is not a leak-proof 
product.

"Butterfly"

"Formula-1"
An interesting design and a huge size of 

a Formula race red car will interest young 
racers because unlike a real one young 

racers of any age can easily rein in an 
inflatable car.

Small inflatable slides Birds-
Mini and Butterfly are the 

examples of a vivid design that 
have two racing slides and a 

lot of space to play catch-up. 
This is an ideal variant for the 

littlest children.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

“Super-Mountain”

М7

М6

М6

A big garage for a small car

Inflatable slide

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

Super-Mountain “M7” 135 19,0 10,0 10,0      7,0 !!!

Super-Mountain “М6” 136 16,0 8,0 9,0 6,0

“Ice Age” M6 149 17,5 9,0 9,9 6,0

М7

М7

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with two ventilators. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

“Ice Age”

An inflatable Trampoline-Slide is an old series of our trampolines that we don`t have to represent. We did our best in order that our inflatable Trampoline-Slide surprises you by 
its size and by its design and you`ll be happy with its traditional quality.

Super-Mountain M7 is the biggest inflatable trampoline – slide manufactured by RIF®. The height of the top 
launch platform is about 7 meters. If you think it`s not enough try it yourself.  If you want to attract no so crazy 

adventure-seekers an inflatable trampoline-slide Super-Mountain M6 is for you.

An interesting design, a huge ride size and a 6-meter 
height of the top launch platform is a good combination 

of all necessary components in one trampoline. 
Practically all images are made by applique work, 

so they`ll serve for a long time and not just first 
two months of exploitation. Vivid images of 

characters from favourite cartoons will draw 
children’s and your attention. 

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

“Лимпопо”

“Transformers”

М5

М6

М5

The main characteristic of inflatable trampoline-slides 
is the height of the top launch platform in other words 
it`s a height that you have to climb on before to start an 
unforgettable journey down.

All these slides are equipped with a ventilator. Its power is 1.5 kWh.

Inflatable slide

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

“Transformer” М7 154 17,5 9,8 13 7,0

“Transformer” М6 155 15,8 9,8 12 6,0

“Limpopo” M5 151 11,0 7,0 8,0 5,0

“Limpopo” M7 156 18,3 9,5 11,0 7,0

М7

М7

“Limpopo”

Limpopo is a huge inflatable 
trampoline-slide that looks 
like a huge sand drift in a 
desert decorated with magic 
cactuses and palm-trees. And 
cheerful habitants of an African 
savanna will make you and your 
visitors happy. All the images of 
magic characters are made by 
appliqué work that will be with 
during the whole exploitation 
period.

This is an enormous alien will be seen 
from any place at a beach or at a 
park. Despite its severe appearance 
he is very friendly!

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. 
Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

M5
M5

Trampoline-Slide M5 is an inflatable slide with a 5-meter height of the top launch 
platform. Such an interesting inflatable castle rises above the surroundings and 
attracts a lot of attention. All decorations are made by 
applique work that guarantees you a long term period 
of usage and a good aspect without any changes.

Inflatable slide

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

“M5” 138 10,6 5,6 8,0 5,0 !!!

“Lukomorye” M5 139 11,6 7,0 8,0 5,0 !!!

“Lukomorye”

Trampoline-Slide M5 Lukomorye, 
in Russian folklore is for bay, is an 
interesting model with a 5-meter 

height of the top launch platform. 
The design is based on Russian 

traditional tales. Some of the 
images are printed and some 

of them are made by applique 
work that guarantees a long term 

quality of a design. This slide 
characteristic is a lengthened 

entrance that is used as a regular 
bouncy castle.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

Attention! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

Inflatable slide

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

“SpongeBob” М7 157 16,8 9,0 15,0 7,0

"SpongeBob" М5 143 12,5 5,6 10,7 4,9

"SpongeBob" М7

We have a new member in a RIF® 
slide family. A huge popular and 
magic tale character and his friends 
guarantee a high demand for this 
ride.

"SpongeBob" М7

"SpongeBob" М5

SpongeBob is another kid`s favourite 
city model with a 5-meter high top 

launch platform and a vivid design.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

"Birds" M7

Inflatable slide

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a 
platform, m

“Birds” M7 159 17,3 13,5 14,6 7,1

Attention! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. 
Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

The series of trampoline-slides Birds is based on a 
popular computer game. And when you descend from 
there it`s like a fly from a catapult that can be fast or 
slow but the landing is always secure.

"Birds" M7

"Birds" M7

"Birds" M7

"Birds" M7

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

"Birds" M5

"Birds" M3
Inflatable slide

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a platform, m

“Birds” M3 100 9,4 4,7 6,8 3,2

“Birds” M4 143 10,9 6,4 7,9 4,1

“Birds” M5 158 12,3 6,6 9,0 5,2

Attention! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. 
Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

Severe birds from a popular computer game 
attract a lot of kids thus adults may have a rest 
and enjoy playing their favourite mobile game.

The height of a top launch platform is from 3 to 7 
meters.

"Birds" M4

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

M4 - Dolphin
M4 - Tropic

M4 - Zoo

M4 - Island

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles
are delivered with one ventilator. 

Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

Inflatable slide
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a platform, m

“М4” - Zoo 152 9,8 4,2 6,5 4,0

“М4” - Island 153 13,5 5,6 6,6 4,0

“M4”- Tropic 140 9,3 4,2 6,7 4,0

“М4”- Dolphin 141 10,7 4,2 6,7 4,0

Zoo is an inflatable slide with a 4-meter 
height of the top launch platform and an 
interesting design where you can find all 
unbelievable and incompatible in nature 

animals from our planet.

Island is an inflatable 
slide with a 4-meter 

height of the top 
launch platform and a 
lengthened entrance 

that is used as a regular 
bouncy castle. You can 
add to your design vivid 

inflatable figures.

There are waves, palm-trees and 
dolphins, isn`t it a tropical island?

Dolphins are the best human friends. 
And the dolphin is a base of this 

trampoline. Thus dolphins and the other 
sea habitants invite you to join them in 

the sea world.All decorations are made by applique 
work that guarantees you a long term 

period of usage and a good aspect 
without any changes.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slide

M3 - Camomile

M3 - Circus

Attention! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. 
Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

An inflatable trampoline-slide M3 is a good price-
quality relation of inflatable slides.  If you have 
your own idea of what inflatable slide should look 
like we will do our best to make this idea come 
true.

M3 - SpongeBob

Inflatable slide
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m Height of a platform, m

“М3”- Castle 144 6,0 4,0 5,0 3,0

“М3”- Circus 145 6,5 4,0 5,3 3,0

“М3”- Buratino 146 6,0 4,0 5,3 3,0

“М3”- Camomile 147 8,5 4,5 5,3 3,0

“М3”- SpongeBob 150 6,0 4,0 5,3 3,0

M3 - Buratino
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Bouncy castles

“Pharaoh”

“Teremok”

“Clown”
ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

“Little mushroom” 5x4

Bouncy castles
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Teremok” 165 3,9 3,0 3,0

“Pharaoh” 166 3,9 3,3 3,6

“Clown” 169 5,0 4,0 2,5

“Clown” 170 4,0 3,0 2,5

“Little mushroom“ 171 6,0 5,0 4,5

“Little mushroom“ 172 5,0 4,0 4,5

"Mountain" 162 6,1 6,1 5,6

Soft bouncy castles are traditional and secure types of amusements for children of different ages. We`re constantly renewing our models. The diversity of colours, designs and 
sizes let each client find what he needs. 

Bouncy castle is the oldest type of amusements that 
is in a rent. No matter its simple appearance this type 
of ride is very popular and demanded nowadays with 

children of all ages.

The main characteristics of bouncy castles manufactured by RIF® 
are different sizes and designs, inner elements along with vivid and 
sun proof materials and images applied by appliqué work in other 
words they`ll serve forever.

"Mountain"

“Mountain”  is a bouncy 
castle along with a 

climbing wall. It`s impor-
tant that the longer the 
wall the less probability 

that children fall against 
each other. It`s very 

important that the maxi-
mum height of fall is only 
1.5m. and on a inflatable 

mat.

NEW PRODUCT

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castles
Soft bouncy castles are traditional and secure types of amusements for children of different ages. This season we`ve added several new models. There is a huge diversity of 
models, designs and sizes. Just choose!

“Castle” 5х4

“Camelot” 7х6

Bouncy castles
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Castle” 173 7,0 6,0 до 5,0

“Castle” 174 6,0 5,0 до 4,0

“Castle” 175 5,0 4,0 до 3,5

“Small town” 176 6,3 5,2 3,5

“Small town” 177 6,3 4,0 3,0

“Camelot“ 178 7,0 6,0 4,8

“Camelot“ 179 6,0 5,0 4,5

“Rabbit” 180 6,0 5,0 3,5

“Rabbit“ 181 5,0 4,0 3,5

“Zoo” 182 7,0 5,0 3,5

“Rabbit” 5x4

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

“Small town”

“Zoo”
A good quality of our rides will make you happy 

for many years. Just choose! But if you have your 
own idea of a bouncy castle we`ll help you to 

make your idea come true.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castles

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

“Meadow” “Meadow 2”

“Cars-mini”

“Aquarium”

Bouncy castles
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Aquarium” 183 7,3 6,3 2,6

“Cars-mini” 167 6,0 5,0 3,5

“Zoo 2” 186 6,7 6,4 4,2

“Meadow” 197 6,0 5,0 3,5

“Meadow 2” 199 7,0 5,0 3,3

"Little Dinosaur" 198 6,0 5,0 4,0

Attention! It`s prohibited the usage of bouncy castles 
without the system of a rigid fastening. There are 

enough knots around the trampoline to fasten it to the 
ground.

Bouncy castles manufactured by our company will serve you 
more than 7 years with a right exploitation. And all this is just 
due to a proper technique of gluing. We`re the only one who 

manufacture trampoline using this technology.

“Little Dinosaur”

“Zoo 2”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bouncy castles

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

“Ranger”

Bouncy castles
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Fregat” 187 6,1 3,5 2,7

“McDonald`s” 188 5,0 5,0 4,6

“Ranger” 189 11,2 4,2 4,5

“Assault Course” 190 7,5 3,0 2,5

“Fregat”

“Assault Course”

“McDonald`s”

Ranger and Obstacle 
Course are inflatable assault 
courses for kids. You can 
rent it or use it to organize 
competitions to measure 
persistency and agility.

Fregat is an inflatable pirate ship with a vivid design for 
children of all ages.

At your choice any inflatable trampoline can be made in a corporate 
style or colours and a McDonald`s bouncy castlle is a good example of 

these models.
“Little frogs”

These types of trampolines are fixed to the ground. They 
can be of any form and size. Because of the construction 
characteristics to jump at this bouncy castle doesn`t 
provoke the same feelings. It`s not just a bouncy castle.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable
Different types of assault courses are new types of bouncy castles. No matter the size they 
are eye-catching for kids. Soft mats of these trampolines guarantee the security.

“Dragon”“UFO”

М7 М5

“Little caterpillar”

“Ball”М5

ATTENTION! These bouncy castles are delivered with one ventilator. Bounce castle is not a leak-proof product.

Several transparent 
windows, inflatable 

gates and figures inside 
are the things that 

one can find at these 
bouncy castles. And 

the desire to see what`s 
inside make these 

models more attractive 
for children and soft 
mats guarantee the 

security.

For more information, 
please, visit our site

“Аssault courses”
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Dragon” 191 17,0 1,2 3,5

“Little caterpillar” 192 20,0 1,3 2,0

“Ball”М7 193 7,2 7,0 6,0

“Ball”М5 194 5,4 5,0 4,4

“UFO” М7 195 8,7 7,0 7,0

“UFO” М5 196 5,4 5,0 5,0
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Bumper boats

Bumper boats
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Mustang” 201 1,6 1,1 0,6

“Juniors” 202 1,7 1,7 0,8

Range of colours for a boat hull

A pool with electric boats is one of the most 
profitable and popular rides manufactured by 
RIF®. Its peculiarity is that it can be used both at 
the park and at the beach and some of our clients 
use motor electric boats at water body (sea or 
lake).

Attention! All boat models are patented. Illegal copying is subject to persecution.

“Mustang” “Mustang”

“Juniors”

“Juniors”

“Mustang”

“Juniors”

Main advantages of this popular water ride is a low initial 
cost, minimal expenses for exploitation, not complicated to 
storage, and a long-term usage.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bumper boats

Bumper boats

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

Mini –Swan 220 1,7 1,7 1,3

Mini-Duck 221 1,7 1,7 1,23

Mini-Pelican 222 1,7 1,7 1,25

Mini-Flamingo 223 1,7 1,7 1,4

Mini-Dragon 224 1,7 1,7 1,37

Range of colours for a 
boat hull

Range of colours for a 
boat hull

1,7
1,7
1,3

1,7
1,7
1,23

1,7
1,7
1,25

1,7
1,7
1,4

1,7
1,7
1,37

A set of decorations allows you to modify a boat Junior and with minimum efforts get several new models: Mini 
-Swan (code 220), Mini-Duck (code 221), Mini-Pelican (code 222), Mini-Flamingo (code 223) and Mini-Dragon 
(code 224). 
And it`s always possible to buy a set of decorations apart and modernize your Juniors. As a result of such an easy 
work your pool will look differently. 

Code 220 Code 221 Code 222 Code 223 Code 224

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bumper boats
An exclusive offer by RIF®! Swan, Duck, Pelican, Dragon, Crocodile, Dinosaur, Scooter and Flamingo are not just a perfect 

decoration of any leisure zone but a proved method of drawing attention.

“Dark Swan”

“Swan”

“Duck”

Attention! All boat models are patented. Illegal copying is subject to persecution.

Bumper boats
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Swan” 203 2,05 1,6 1,3

Range of colours for a boat hull

“Duck” 204 2,05 1,6 1,2

Range of colours for a boat hull

“Pelican” 205 2,05 1,6 1,2

Range of colours for a boat hull

“Pelican”

“Duck”

“Pelican”

“Swan”

“Dark Swan”

Both children and kids are very 
happy with our electric boats.

These models capacity is about 180 
kg. This is a beautiful and comfortable 

bumper boat on board of which there is 
place for two adult passengers. 

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bumper boats
Bumper boats

Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Pirate” 206 2,05 1,6 1,1

Range of colours for a boat hull

“Flamingo” 210 2,05 1,6 1,3

Range of colours for a boat hull

A new member of a bird family of electric 
boats by RIF®. A serious and gracious 
Flamingo is a 2013 year model. Pink and 
orange are the basic colours that weren`t 
presented earlier in our production line. And 
of course we have white and black that will 
be interesting too.

“Flamingo”

Attention! All boat models are patented. Illegal copying is subject to persecution.

“Flamingo”

“Pirate”

“Pirate”

“Пират”

“Pirate”

“Flamingo”

Pirate can take aboard 
even two adult passengers 

accompanied by a real pirate.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bumper boats

Attention! All boat models are patented. Illegal copying is subject to persecution.

Bumper boats
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Crocodile” 208 2,05 1,6 1,2

Range of colours for a boat hull

“Dragon” 207 2,05 1,6 1,3

Range of colours for a boat hull

“Crocodile”“Crocodile”

“Crocodile”

“Crocodile”

A vast product line and colour 
range of our electric boats make 

very difficult to choose them at the 
moment of purchase but it gives an 

opportunity not to have the same 
rides as your neighbour has.

All models of electric boats are 
equipped with a command system 
which you can connect a control 

system to. To switch it on you have 
to take out a key and connect plugs 

on boards. Everything is under 
staff`s control.

A smile of our crocodile works like a magnet that 
you can`t walk past.

“Dragon”

“Dragon”

“Dragon”

“Dragon”

Dragon is the most eye-
catching model of our 
bumper boats with an 
electric motor aboard of 
which there is space for 
a kid and an adult. Who 
didn`t dream with reining 
in a dragon? There is a real 
opportunity!

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Bumper boats

Attention! All boat models are patented. Illegal copying is subject to persecution.

“Scooter”

“Scooter”

Electric boats are one of the most profitable and popular 
rides in any park or an entertainment centre. To install this 
ride we offer 10 models of electric boats with a vast colour 

range and the best quality of the market. 

Bumper boats
Model Code Length,m Width, m Height, m

“Scooter” 209 2,7 1,6 0,9

Range of colours for a boat hull

“Dinosaur” 210 2,05 1,6 1,2

Range of colours for a boat hull

It`s fast, vivid and 
interesting. It`ll be the centre 

of attention of any pool.

An electric boat Scooter is 
a two-seat model for two 
adults. It`s capacity is 180kg 
so it`s not dangerous for two 
adults to use it.

“Scooter”

“Scooter”

“Dinosaur” “Dinosaur”

“Dinosaur”

“Dinosaur”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Pools
It`s possible to organize a rent of electric boats practically at any crowded place. The base for this ride is a pool or an existed body of water.

It is usually an old fountain or a pool in the park that is 
out of service. 
Advantages: it is usually in a good place and has 
water supply and a drainage system.
Disadvantages: it may cost you a lot of money to 
restore leak resistance, there are might be tubes 
inside that will be prohibited to dismantle, it`s difficult 
to secure control over boats on a vast territory. 

Advantages: the lowest price
Disadvantages: it is necessary to install a barrier 
on the territory, to clean a water bed and a shore, to 
have life jackets, to prohibit the usage at night time.

Assembled bases of different forms and sizes and 
a leak-proof insert. 
Advantages: you can organize a rent of electric 
boats at any ground, assemble it fast without any 
difficulties, and there is an opportunity to take into 
consideration special characteristics of a ground. 
Disadvantages: a relatively high cost, difficult to 
modify on changing a rent ground.

A fixed construction at a good place.
Advantages: the maximum account of the ground 
characteristics, the most efficient aspect. 
Disadvantages: the highest cost, it`s necessary to 
have a portable water treatment and water cleanup 
systems.

A leak-proof insert for deepening in the ground is 
made according to your sketch.
Advantages: a relatively low price, there is no 
necessity in a dock. 
Disadvantages: it`s not permitted everywhere to 
do such a construction work, if the ground is not a 
property after cancelation of an agreement it will be 
difficult to remove it to another place or to sell.

"Liner"

"Fixed pool"

"An artificial body of water"

"A natural body of water"

"Assembled pool"

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Pools
An assembled pool is a set of all necessary elements to organize a rent at any crowded place.

Everything is in the set! Very easy and fast to install! It doesn`t need a lot space for storage and transportation. 

An assembled metal pool could be rectangular, polygonal 
or oval. Its sizes and forms depend on your ground 
dimension.

A polygonal form allows distributing the load 
equally as a consequence waste of materials 

is the lowest. 

An assembled polygon pool An assembled rectangular pool

An assembled polygon 
pool in the form of 

number eight
An assembled oval pool

Attention!
A polygonal pool is the most 
cost-effective because it has 
the lowest cost for a square 
meter.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Pools

A dock for a rectangular pool

A charger dock stall

A dock for Universal pool

If you want to exploit a pool with electric boats you`ll need a dock the type and size of which depend on your desire and pool model.

A dock for a polygon pool

An assembled fiber-glass pool has lots of advantages: a 
functional circle form, low weight, small packaging sizes, a 

100% resistance to rough conditions. The only disadvantage is 
the only size of 11 meters in diameter.

It`s used to help get in and out of an electric 
boat to a dock and for docking. It can 

be equipped with a plug to facilitate the 
charging process on the water surface.

An assembled fiber-glass pool 

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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A pool complex solution

The main advantage of a complex ride buying at 
one manufacturer is that you get interesting and 
integrated rides that have an eye-catching aspect 
and efficient use of the ground.

A pool complex solution is a colourful and maximum 
functional model. You choose the design, we provide 
full equipment. It`s installed without any difficulties at a 
beforehand prepared ground and to make it work you 
just need to fill a pool with water.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Accessories

Decoration “Sea World”

To decorate your 
pool and draw more 
attention of the 
visitors we offer 
you Sea World 
decorations. These 
are colourful images 
about sea that are 
fixed around the 
pool.

To decorate your pool for maximum we 
can produce an additional decoration, a 
kind of a banner that is fixed above the 
pool and is equipped with an illumination 
to exploit a pool at night time.

SDC original system of management and control of electric boats 
provides a 100% opportunity to control the income with a high 

resistance to a not authorized access.

“SDC”

Authentic spare details for the electromotor.

Unit “Charge on water” (boat 
is equipped with the first part)

Unit “Charge on water” 
(2nd part)

Authentic propellers

Electromotor Flover

Batteries

Charging 
device

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Park attractions “G-shock”

G-shock

Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

"G-shock" G - 3,5 356 4,5 4,2 1,8

"G-shock" G - 6 357 7,7 6,0 1,9

A new product in the amusement industry appeared. It`s a 
free fall on a huge inflatable mat. Such a mat guarantees a 
secure landing.

A free fall on a soft mat, more adrenaline only from falling from a high height.

This ride has a very high 
visitor capacity because 
free fall doesn’t last long 
unfortunately.

If it seems that to fall down from 
a 6 meter height without any fall 
arrest system is easy just try it!

"G-shock"

"G-shock"

"G-shock"

"G-shock"

"G-shock"

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Park attractions – “Extreme World” Model V1
“Extreme World”

Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m Stairs

EW-4 305 10,5 6,4 5,5 1

EW-5 306 13,4 6,4 5,5 1

EW-6 307 16,3 7,0 5,5 2

EW-7 308 12,9 12,4 5,5 2

EW-8 309 15,8 12,4 5,5 2

EW-10 310 18,9 12,4 5,5 2

This is the most secure model of a rope park. This ride is for people who prefer an 
active leisure time. It`s an important part of any amusement park in Europe and 
America. It`s getting popular all over the world because firstly it`s a type of active 
leisure time and secondly it gives a lot of strong emotions.

V1 is the first series. The construction consists 
of standard columns and joints between 
them.  Different obstacles are fastened to 
joints and platforms. More columns are, 
more ride surface is and more obstacles 
are. According to client`s preferences it`s 
possible to manufacture a ride with one or 
two stairs.

"Extreme World"

EW-V1-4 EW-V1-5 EW-V1-6 EW-V1-7

EW-V1-8
“EW-V1-7”

“EW-V1-7с”

It`s possible to manufacture any ride with a kid level not 
far from the ground where parents may accompany them. 
And children wear a complete fall arrest system!

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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This ride can be a centre of any amusement park or a particular entity at any leisure zone. This model of popular rope parks is used for installment at a place with no natural stall 
or that are out of service.

Our production line has two different models of these parks. EW-V1 is the model with a full structure and a hexagonal 
surface. There can be any number of stalls the only limit is the angle between them should be no less 60 degrees. 
This model can have a kid level at a height of about 0.8 meters, a basic level at a height of 3 meters and a high level 
of 6 meter high.  A cell structure of a model has a limited space that can be used beneath the ride but the usage is 
not prohibited.

Park attractions – “Extreme World” Model V1 For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Park attractions – “Extreme World” Model V2
Extreme World is a fascinating amusement 
both for adults and kids at the same time. 
No matter a model or a size its main priority 
is a secure constant arrest fall system.  An 
operator fastens and unfastens it just on the 
ground. 

The main characteristic of this model is that 
between columns you have TWO obstacles 
that allow you to make a ride with a double 
number of obstacles without big alterations to 
the ground.

It`s possible to make a kid level at a 0.8 meter height, a basic level at a 3 meter height and a high level about 6 meter high. 
Moreover here you can add one more level about 9 meters. Thus the total number of levels can be four. 

You may advantageously use the space under the ride. It`s possible to install not very high (till 3 m.) rides practically on the 
whole space.  Or we can make the first level at a 6 meter height and collocate practically on an empty space a huge inflatable 
set Trampolino Park. 

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Park attractions – “Extreme World” Model V2

“EW-V2”

V2 is the second version of this ride. Its construction consists of big columns and joints between them.

If the building is rather high it`s possible to make a ride with 
two levels for adults. It`s really breathtaking going on a 6 

meter high thin rope or swinging on a hanging bridge.

This series doesn`t have standard models everything depends on a ground size and client`s preferences. 
It`s possible to install different models with a various number of columns and obstacles that obviously 
will be reflected at the complex price.

The main difference from the first series is that 
there are two obstacles between each column that 
lengthens the ride without major alterations to the 
ground.

According to client`s preferences it`s possible 
to create a certain route from which no one can 
leave or create two different types of routes an 
easy and a difficult ones.  Or we may leave the 
visitors on their own and they can choose either 
way. Everything is possible. You can stop at 
columns, turn either direction, switch to another 
obstacle or return back. The main condition is 
that nobody should go the opposing direction 
the same way.

“EW-V2-111” “EW-V2-112” “EW-V2-113”

“EW-V2”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Park attractions – “Extreme World”

This is a ride the obstacles of which are fixed in a closed chain that is located at about 3 meters. All the obstacles are of different levels of difficulty that`s why this attraction is avail-
able for people with different levels of preparation and physical abilities. And the things that were confusing at the beginning at the end of the route they are advantageous and 
bring a lot of new emotions. This is all about a rope park Extreme World.

This is a new ride that has recently appeared at the RIF production line. Each element of the arrest fall system was thoroughly worked out. The construction and the arrest fall 
system practically exclude the human factor both from staff`s and visitors` sides.  The arrest fall system is a completely closed system and only an operator on a ground can 
unfasten it.

This ride is a perfect model for a shopping center or a park. Both kids and adults will be happy staying at such a mini park. This ride is an ideal place for a family to spend time 
together or a good ground to organize company activities.

Everyone who decided to try this ride will feel as if he were an alpinist or simply a very handy person.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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One person is needed to maintain a 
Shoot Fun that significantly reduces 
exploitation expenses.

A smart managing and control system 
of the ride Shoot Fun provides an 
operation of the whole set. The system 
controls all the staff`s actions from 
switching it on to controlling the game 
time on each air cannon.

Our clients also may program the length 
of a game or get data about how many 
times a cannon`s been switched on for 
the last game period. A not authorized 
access into a smart system is impossible, 
on switching it off the set will not work.

A unique complex Shoot Fun consists 
of a playing pavilion with an illumination 
system, two powerful air compressors, 
several air cannons, a set of small soft 
colourful balls and a smart managing 
and control system.

Shoot Fun is a unique family ride where adults as well as kids may have a great time. The basis for the ride is an air 
cannon that shoots with small soft balls that are absolutely safe for a rival.

A Shoot Fun set work around-the-clock.

“Funny Shot”
Model Length, m Width, m Height, m

“SF-4” 8,0 4,0+0,8 3,6

“SF-6” 8,0 4,7+0,8 3,6

“SF-8” 8,0 6,0+0,8 3,6

Design “Castle”

A fight set “Borodino”
Model Length, m Width, m Height, m

М4 8,0 3,0 2,85

М6 8,0 4,0 2,85

There is no need to buy something 
else. The only thing you have to do 
is to supply 220V electricity. Power 
consumption is from 2.2 till 8.8 kW/h.

A fight set “Borodino”

“Shoot Fun” park attractions For more information, 
please, visit our site

A fight set Borodino is 
another model of the 
popular Funny Shot 
ride for indoor usage. 
It`s possible to deliver 
it both with a control 
system or without.
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“Spider Man” park attractions

Important! There is a height limit from 0.7m to 1.6 m.
Important! It`s necessary to fix it to the ground with rigging wires.

"Spider Man"
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М5 325 5,0 3,0 6,5

М4 326 4,0 2,6 6,5

A six meter high column made of colourful tubes with a multilevel `spider web` may receive a lot of little rascals and entertain them for a long time. It`s not so easy as it seems to 
climb up and then go down. A colourful web doesn`t release its victim so easy and fast. 

A ride Spider Man with a 
slide is the combination 
of two popular rides in 
one! There is no need to 
waste you money buying 
a climbing platform for 
a slide! The top launch 
platform is about 3.5m.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Fantastic Jump” park attractions
Fantastic Jump is the most extreme 
trampoline nowadays. Unforgettable 
feelings from jumps from an 8 meter 
height can really get the adrenaline 
flowing. At the same time even small 
kids can feel comfortable here.

There is a smart control system in an additional supply 
unit. This system programs the working time of the ride 

and control income.

“Fantastic Jump-1”

Power supply voltage 220V.
Power consumption:
a one-place model till 1.5 kW/h
a four-place model till 6.0 kW/h

“Fantastic Jump-4”

“Fantastic Jump”
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“FJ-1” 331 6,7 4,0 7,6

“FJ-2” 332 11,8 6,0 7,3

“FJ-3” 333 11,8 9,0 7,3

“FJ-4” 334 11,8 11,8 7,3

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Fantastic Jump” park attractions

“Fantastic Jump-4”

“Fantastic Jump-3”

“Fantastic Jump-2”

Our belt has a special fastener the same as the other worldwide 
manufactures have that allows you not to waste a lot of time on 

putting a belt on and excludes physical force.

A supply unit has a special rope that is 
water and sun proof. It`s made from an 

Italian rubber of high quality that you can 
use to jump and not just toss a person up.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Jump” park attractions
You can use Jump at any place whether it`s a sea shore or a city park or an amusement park. There is no need to have an electricity supply. It can be from 1 to 16 places, every-
thing depends on your ground. Just one person is allowed to jump on one trampoline.  Security mats and a strong capron mesh guarantee a secure leisure time for everybody. 

One operator is needed to maintain an 8-place trampoline.

Any of a Jump trampoline could be 
manufactured with a roof.

“Jump-1”

Jump-mini makes you feel secure as if you 
were on a big sport trampoline.

“Jump-mini”

“Jump”
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Jump-1” 341 4,85 2,95+0,75 3,5

“Jump-2” 342 4,85+0,75 5,75 3,5

“Jump-3” 343 4,85+0,75 8,55 3,5

“Jump-4.1” 344 4,85+0,75 11,3 3,5

“Jump-4.2” 345 10,3 5,6+0,75 3,5

“Jump-6” 346 10,3 8,4+0,75 3,5

“Jump-8” 347 10,3 11,2+0,75 3,5

“Jump-mini” 350 3,9 3,9 2,9

“Jump-2”“Jump-4.1”

“Jump-4.2” “Jump-8”“Jump-4.2”

“Jump-3” with a roof 

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Jump” park attractions

“Jump-2”“Jump-1”

“Jump-1” “Jump-2”

“Jump-3” “Jump-4” 1st version

“Jump-4” 2nd  version “Jump-6” “Jump-8”

“Jump-3” “Jump-4.1”

It`s necessary to pay attention that the visitors don`t have any sharp or 
pointed objects on clothes.

This amusement is profitable both at a sea shore and in a city park. Main advantages are a wide model range and no exploitation expenses just staff`s salaries.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Gummy Jump” park attractions

One will get incredible emotions from jumps into a pool with soft balls 
and from a complete immersion there.

“Gummy Jump”
“Gummy Jump 3” “Gummy Jump 3”

For outdoors

"Gummy Jump"
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

GJ - 2 (For outdoors) 351 9,85 5,64 4,15

GJ - 2 (For indoors) 352 9,85 5,64 3,15

A model range of a Jump sport trampoline has a new unique model. Gummy Jump is a trampoline and an 
amusement. The first zone Trampoline features two trampolines to practice high jumps or jumps to differ-
ent directions. The second zone is Leisure area that has a pool with different colourful soft balls. Just the 
strongest, the handiest and the most courageous can get out of there. Those who don`t believe we invite 
to test it!

“Gummy Jump”
For indoors

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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“Bazooka” park attractions
The main advantages are a colourful design and a high-tech system of income control. And as usual our company principal priority is to manufacture safe rides and guarantee a 
long-term exploitation.

“Bazooka”
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“BZ-4” 301 7,5+0,8 4,3+0,8 3,5

An air canon shoots with tennis balls at a rotating automatically coming back targets. Apart from this there are four fixed targets with an electronic counting system of hits. Thus 
you may organize a bonus game. An authentic hardware and programme support guarantees a 100% income control. It also allows organizing three level bonus games.

This amusement is for an 
active leisure time and both 
for kids and adults without 
any age restrictions. it`s 
construction allows to use 
it indoors and outdoors 
even with 0°С  temperature 
(with lower temperatures 
it`s necessary to warm 
compressors).

This amusement has three 
designs Treasure Island, 
Jurassic Park and Russian 
tales.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Aquadrom park attractions

“Sphere” “Tube” “Roller”

It is an interesting and secure ride with which you can literally walk on water surface. It`s a pool (assembled or inflatable) and several inflatable Spheres, Tubes and Rollers. Last 
season experience showed a high demand for this ride.

One-layer Sphere is the simplest 
product for this water ride. It 
allows visitors to contact with 
water practically directly because 
lay flat width is 1 mm.

Roller is a water amusement attraction by RIF®.  
This is an inflatable cylinder that is difficult to 

overturn and fill with water. That means it`s an 
ideal solution for renting in a park. Besides this 

form is easier to walk or run in and thus it`s more 
interesting. It has room for two kids. 

It`s possible to use these attractions in a pool along with electric boats 
(bumper boats). Thus you`ll increase the profit of you rent because you 
use one pool, the same staff but two different rides.

“Aquadrom”
Model Code Diameter, m Length, m The number of 

seats

"Roller" 360 2,1 2,1 2

"Sphere" 362 2,0 2,0 1

"Tube" 363 1,9 2,1 2

The best option to make a 
water attraction Aquadrom 

is to use Spheres, Tubes and 
Rollers in a pool. You don`t 

depend on the weather 
changes and expand your 
working season.   For this 
type of amusements we 

offer two different types of 
pools an inflatable and an 

assembled one.

An assembled pool for an aquadrom

An inflatable pool for an aquadrom

It`s a water attraction Tube. It also 
provides a direct contact with 

water. As the form is different thus 
there is room even for two kids.

The construction characteristic is the use of a high-quality leak-proof zipper TIZIP (Germany). While using it`s obligatory 
to inflate and blow off Sphere and Tube attractions.

Dock for an aquadrom

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Park attractions “Slow River”, “Volcano”
"Slow River"

Model Code Length of the 
course, m

Occupied 
space, m2 Ground size, m

Plan 1 371 21,6 59,3 7,7 х 7,7

Plan 2 372 55,2 200,8 9,7 х 20,7

Plan 3 373 59,2 242,9 13,8 х 17,6

Plan 4 374 55,2 340 20,0 х 17,0

Plan 5 375 37,6 120,9 15,7 х 7,7

A unit of boats for attraction Slow River.

You will have an 
extraordinary merry-go-
round. Water is its moving power and 
its movement pattern depends on your 
imagination.

“Slow River“

“Slow River“ “Slow River“

“Volcano“

“Volcano“

A Lighthouse decora-
tion is an additional 

supply unit. It makes 
a ride noticeable 

at night because it 
gleams and blinks.

An amusement Slow River is for the littlest 
visitors of a park. It`s a unit of plastic frames 
that are assembled in a way of water course 
where water transports any number of boats. 
You can make the water move with a help of an 
electric pump. Pool walls are decorated with 
posters. An amusement Volcano is a good combination of a soft 

bouncy castle, difficult climbing wall and a fiber-glass slide. 
All these elements are a formula for success.

We can manufacture a whole ride or just a half of it that will 
reduce its cost and will not occupy a lot of ground and will 
give more opportunities for its decoration.

"Volcano"

Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m Platform 
height, m

"Volcano"  1 V 390 14,0 14,0 5,5 4,5

"Volcano"  2 V 391 14,0 7,0 5,5 4,5

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Park attarctions
There are different types of pools with balls 
just choose a size and design the quality will 
be the same.  It`s possible to make a bonus 
ball among thousands of others. Thus you will 
have a real excavation.

It`s not always possible and secure to use 
electric battery cars without a special 
surface. In many cases a free drive of cars 
on sidewalks and squares is prohibited.

“Dry” pool
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“4х4” 381 4,0 4,0 3,5

“3х3” 382 3,0 3,0 3,2

“4 х 4”

Track for bumper cars

Track for electric cars

“3 х 3”
Roof and curtains will protect the pool 
during any weather.

A strong and secure construction, no 
waste materials and no electricity supply.

Prize booth
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Booth” 387 2,9 3,5 3,0

It`s a colourful and efficient place for an organization of several demanded rides on a 
small ground. Bottles, balls and darts are at the same space.

A booth for organization of bonus 
attractions.

There is a solution. Specially designed and 
assembled grounds don`t need any concrete 
basis or a fixation to the ground. And It is more 
interesting for kids to ride on such a surface than 
on an asphalt one.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Nowadays playing rooms are the most popular and interesting amusement for kids of all ages. A professionally equipped by RIF® company playing rooms Carapuz allow parents to do 
shopping or spend time with their friends while their children are entertained and secured.

Playing rooms

Our offer

2303 project

2303 project

Our offer

A playing room of 2303 project is an exclusive model of a playing 
room for its usage in a set leisure zone. Three different zones are 
its peculiarity.  On assembling this model no tress have been cut 

down.

The main priorities RIF® production are security and 
high quality. Our playing rooms fully meet the worldwide 
requirements.  They are manufactured according to 
different psychological and physical abilities of kids from 
different age groups: one is for 3-6 year kids and another 
one starts from 5 year old children. There are no age 
restrictions just height restrictions (no more than 1.4m.). 
The level height, passage and obstacles width, their 
rotation is designed in that way that an adult can get to any 
point of a room.  Playing rooms come through operational 
control of quality at all production stages and a fit-up 

assembly test.  Carapuz playing room frame is made from 
a shaped tube with a double bolted joint and is supplied 
with an installed soft protecting PVC cloth that significantly 
reduce the time of assembling. 

A full equipment of the playing room includes slides, 
pools with balls, bridges, swing, whirligig, labyrinth, 
obstacles and unique colour solutions. Vivid colours and 
an interesting design make a journey in this room cheerful, 
interesting, fascinating and unforgettable!

Our designers will work out a playing room that will be 
an eye-catching object in your shopping center or a park 

space. To make your choice easier we`ve created several 
standard models that are available in any design form.  
Any standard model is at maximum equipped with playing 
elements. If you haven`t found among the diversity of 
models what you`re looking for we`ll be happy to offer you 
several exclusive projects.

For more information, 
please, visit our site

Client`s initial information

PLAN VIEW

-module 1,2,3 – height 3.8m
-module 5 (passage) – height 1.5 m
-module 6 (passage)- height 2.3m
-module 4 (rope bridge)- height 1m., 
distance from the ground is 2.8m

-tree

FACADE
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Playing rooms (standard)

A multitude of stand-
ard models of the 
most popular sizes are 
assembled with a rigid 
metal frame with soft 
protection, walls are 
made from a strong col-
ourful grid and filled with 
a great number of soft 
playing elements.

"Carapuz" playing room

Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“A” 401 3,0 4,5 4,15 (3,35)

“B” 403 4,5 4,5 4,15 (3,35)

“С” 405 6,0 4,5 4,15 (3,35)

“D” 407 6,0 6,0 4,15 (3,35)

“E” 409 12,0 4,5,0 4,15 (3,35)

“F” 411 9,0 6,0 4,15 (3,35)

“G” 413 12,0 6,0 4,15 (3,35)

Roof and lateral curtains are 
important elements to install a 
playing room outdoors. They are 
also made of a high quality material 
and serve not just to decorate but 
to protect from contamination and 
humidity. It doesn`t take you a lot of 
time to start it operate.

Model “A”

A pool with balls is the most popular space in a playing ground. Kids of different ages 
can absolutely secure swim with thousands of colourful balls.

Any model of a playing ground can be manufactured in any design. You may choose 
from different options: Standard, Sea, Design, Castle and Cartoons or to suggest your 
own idea.

Model “F” Model “G”

Model “D”

Playing room walls are made of a strong colourful polymer grid. All the potentially 
dangerous places are covered with the same grid.

A rigid metal frame of playing grounds is made of a high quality steel tube and painted 
with powdered colours.

Model “B”

Model “C”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Playing rooms (types of the design)

Exclusive playing rooms

Characteristics: yellow and green 
are major colours. Tropical jun-
gles are a themed decoration.

Design “Jungle”Design “Sea”

Characteristics: yellow and blue 
are principal colours; sea is a 
themed decoration.

Characteristics: yellow, red and 
grey are predominant colours. 
A medieval castle is a themed 
decoration.

Design “Castle”Design “Standard”

Characteristics: different colours 
without any themed decoration.

Characteristics: yellow, red and 
grey are predominant colours.  
Spanish Bastille or Standard is a 
themed decoration.

Design “Bastille”

Grippe Spider Man webs are the main element of 
a playing room. This multilevel obstacle looks like 
a real spider web. A plastic slide that connects the 

low level with the high one is also an interesting 
element. Above a big pool with balls there are two 

hanging bridges. One of them is in the form of a 
long pipe while another one is a monkey bridge. 

And a wide slide leads to a pool.

Three levels attract 
a lot of little rascals 

where each of them 
will find something 

particular for himself.

An extraordinary playing 
room Spider Man is the core 
element in a seashore park.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Exclusive playing rooms

The main characteristic of this project are two 
similar castles that are connected by bridges. As 
these castle are in the property of different knights 
each of them has its own colour. 

The first level square is 54+54 m2

The second level square  is 54+54 m2

The third level square is 94+94 m2!
Thus around 400 m2 of different games and 
entertainments. 

2812 project

2410 project

2006 project

"Carapuz" playing room
Model Length, m Width, m Height, m

project 2812 21,0 12,0 8,4

project 2410 12,0 3,8 4,0

project 2006 6,0 6,0 2,8

project 1409 13,5 6,0 6,5

project 2402 7,5 6,0 5,0

This part of the catalogue is about individual playing room projects. They can big or small without any size or design restrictions. Your imagination will tell us what elements to fill 
a room with.

Characteristics of 
1409 project: build-in rides such as 

Shoot Fun and Spider man, a big double racing slide, a huge 
pool with balls and a maximum number of playing elements.

1409 project

Project 2410 is 
a combination 
of a Spider Man 
ride and a playing 
room for outdoor 
installment.

Three not high levels (2.8 high) are the main feature of 
a 2006 project.

2402 project
The combination of a Spider Man ride and a playing 
room is a characteristic of project 2402. Spider Man is 
its themed decoration.

2812 project

2812 project

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Exclusive playing rooms

Playing room
Model Length, m Width, m Height, m

project 1707  9,7 7,5 3,8

project 1401 13,5 9,0 5,8

project 2202 9,0 6,0 3,3

Project 1707 has a limited ground sizes and is 
divided into two parts one is for the youngest 
visitors another one for older kids. Due to 
visualization a client could have a full image of his 
project.

Project 1401

Project 2202

Two different zones one for the 
youngest visitors and another 

one for older kids are the main 
characteristics of project 

2202.

Project 1401 is an enormous outside playing ground. It features various popular elements such as two high plastic 
slides, grippe Spider Man webs and a huge pool with balls. An interesting arrangement of transparent inserts in the 
roof allows illuminating all the levels with sun light.

Visualization of 1707 project

Project 1106

Project 2911 Project 3011

Project 1202

Practically each project is individual that takes 
into account all the ground characteristics and 
clients` preferences. All our projects are full 
with a maximum number of elements and the 
distance between the obstacles rarely exceeds 
1.5 meters. Project 1707

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Playing equipment

“Cheese” climbing wall

“Cheese” climbing wall

“Three mountains” climbing wall

“Mountain chain” climbing wall

Angry birds attraction

An extraordinary piece of cheese attracts a lot of children of 
different ages. One can get inside or climb. Both inside and 

around there are soft mats so that little cheese lovers feel 
comfortable.

Cylinder element is one of many elements 
that can be arranged in a soft zone of a 

shopping center.

This pool can be a part of a water ride or it can be a dry pool 
with thousands of plastic balls.

Three mountains are connected to each other with a spe-
cial column. There are six climbing walls for young alpinists 
and an opportunity to climb the column and get inside of it. 
There is a soft green field around.

A multitude of huge climbing walls for young alpinists to 
practice looks like a real mountain chain. You can climb or 
move different directions with the help of a great number of 
real alpinist grips. As usual a soft green field around meets 
young alpinists.

Try to test your precision and luck. You can`t predict the 
trajectory of a bird`s flight. Seems close to a game.

Cylinder element

Inflatable pool  with a tent

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Playing equipment

A soft playing room Baby is a soft and absolutely secure 
entertainment for children. There is a soft floor, soft walls, 
and soft figures inside, kids will be entertained. There are 
various available designs such as Sea, Jungles and Castle.

“Baby”  with  a “Sea” design
“Climbing wall” with  a 

“Sea” design
A soft climbing wall Alpinists. Due to comfortable 

grips it`s easy for a kid to climb and go down. A soft 
floor guarantees security.  There are various available 

designs such as Sea, Jungles and Castle.

Playing complexes for toddlers
Model Code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Baby” 501 8,0 4,0 2,5

“Tetris” 504 8,0 5,0 2,5

“Alpinist” 503 6,0 2,0 2,5

“Mini” 525 2,0 2,0 0,5

"Kroha" 502 7,5 4,5 3,0

Soft playing units are safe 
entertainment choice for children.

“Alphabet cubes”

Soft playing unit

"Tetris"

A pool with balls “Mini”

An inflatable playing room Tetris is a playing room for 
the youngest explorers. There is a pool with soft balls, 
a set of soft geometrical figures and soft cubes with 
alphabet and numbers on them.

Soft alphabet letters for the toddlers. 

"Kroha"

"Kroha"

"Kroha" "Kroha"
Playing room Kroha is a one store playing room for the toddlers.  This model features are safe production, a maximum 

number of soft elements and a huge pool with balls.

Colourful, long-tem geometrical figures 
will help children develop imagination and 

dimensional way of thinking.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Series Shattl is the first series of our inflatable boats that is highly 
demanded nowadays too.  Your beach doesn`t have an electricity 

supply, you are not ready for fixed constructions or you`re always moving 
searching for a profitable place. Thus oversized mobile inflatable slides of 
the Shattle series are what you need. They are highly demanded because 
of low cost and transportability. Just drop an anchor close to a shore and 

you have a renting point.

Inflatable slides are traditional elements of our seashores and beaches. Main characteristics of RIF® inflatable boats are low initial cost, practically no exploitation and storages 
expenses, and a long-term service. 

Shattl –D is a 
double racing slide 
to increment your 
benefit.

“Shattle”

“Shattle”

“Shattle”

M5

M10D

M10D

Attention: length means the length of a racing slide while height means the height of a top launch platform.

M10

M7.5T

M5TS

Series of inflatable wet slides Shattle with 
TS index is supplied with a pool but it can be 
easily used in an open sea.

М12 - trio

A wet slide Shattle has a new racing 
slide and a new design. Now it`s funnier to 

go down this slide with a big company.

“Shattle” series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М10 601 10,0 4,0 3,8

М10D 602 10,0 4,0 3,8

М7.5 603 7,5 4,0 4,0

М7.5Т 604 7,5 4,0 4,0

М7.5ТS 605 7,5+3,5 4,0 4,0

М5 606 5,2 3,0 2,7

М5T 607 5,2 3,0 2,7

М5D 608 5,2 4,0 2,7

М5TS 609 5,2+3,5 3,0 2,7

М3 610 3,6 2,0 1,8

М3TS 611 3,6+3,0 2,0 1,8

М12 - trio 112 12,2 7,2 6,7

Inflatable slides For more information, 
please, visit our site

“Shattle”
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Inflatable slides

"Vavilon" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М15 630 15,0 1,9 5,5

М11 631 11,0 1,8 4,0

М7 632 7,0 1,7 2,5

Inflatable slides from Vavilon series are made in the form of a tunnel 
descending from which will be breathtaking even for those who don`t feel 
comfortable in a closed space. This series may also have an inflatable pool.

M15
“Vavilon”

"Concord" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М15 625 15,0 2,1 5,5

М11 626 11,0 2,1 4,0

М7 627 7,0 2,1 2,5

Inflatable slides from Concord series are characterized by a 
safe construction and a modern design time proved.

“Concord”

M15
Attention: length means the length of a racing slide while height means the height of a top launch platform.

M13

"Manhattan" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М13 615 13,0 3,0 5,0

М13T 616 13,0 3,0 5,0

М13D 617 13,0 4,0 5,0

М8 618 8,5 2,8 3,0

М8T 619 8,5 2,8 3,0

М8D 620 8,5 3,5 3,0

Manhattan series presents fast and straight inflatable slides as Manhattan 
streets. It is easy to start it operate because slides aren`t of a huge size 
and they are easy to storage. 

“Manhattan”

Slides with “T” symbol are used at 
shallow water

"Atlantida" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М20S 650 15,0+5,0 2,1 5,5

М15S 651 11,0+4,0 2,1 4,0

“Atlantida”

M20S

Atlantida series is an inflatable slide with an open racing slide. An 
inflatable pool is the main advantage of this mode. The landing 
from this slide finishes at a shallow pool thus parents may not 
worry. However its enormous size will draw children`s attention. 
It`s an ideal model for parents with little children.

M13Т

“Manhattan”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slides

"Amazonka" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М8 685 14,5 2,0 8,0

М8S 686 14,5+6,2 2,0 8,0

М7 687 13,1 2,0 7,0

М7S 688 13,1+5,7 2,0 7,0

М6 689 11,7 2,0 8,0

М6S 690 11,7+5,2 2,0 8,0

Attention: length means the length of a racing slide while height means the height of a top launch platform.

Inflatable slides from Concord, Dragon and 
Atlantida series are produced with a rigid basis 
thus a racer barely contacts with racing slide 
surface that makes a descend faster. Harakiri, 
Kamikadze and Amazonka have simpler basis 
but a speedy descent is guaranteed by an angle 
of the racing slide.

“Dragon”

M15

“Dragon”

M20S

"Dragon" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М15 635 15,0 2,1 5,0

М20S 637 15,0+5,0 2,1 5,0

М11 636 11,0 2,1 3,8

М15S 638 11,0+4,0 2,1 3,8

“Amazonka”

If a speedy descent is not enough and you need 
more emotions test inflatable slides from a 
Dragon series. They seem to be simple but once 
you descend you`ll be full with unforgettable 
emotions that you`ll want to feel one more time.

Inflatable slide series Dragon, Amazonka and Kamikadze might be 
produced along with a pool. These models have an S index. You 
may keep working calmly even with a rough sea.

Amazonka series is a 2013 model. It`s a combination of 
popular rides such as Kamikadze and Dragon. Its main 
advantage is a simple construction that gives you strong 
emotions. As many other models this one might be 
manufactured along with a pool.

“Amazonka”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slides
Harakiri and Kamikadze are inflatable slide series with a steeply falling racing slide. These are the most adventurous slides by RIF®. A free fall feelings get adrenaline flowing.

“Harakiri” M8S

“Harakiri”

M8

"Kamikadze" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М8 670 14,0 2,0 8,0

М8S 671 14,0+6,2 2,0 8,0

М6 672 11,2 2,0 6,0

М6S 673 11,2+5,2 2,0 6,0

"Harakiri" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

М8 660 12,8 2,0 8,0

М8S 661 12,8+6,2 2,0 8,0

М6 662 10,5 2,0 6,0

М6S 663 10,5+5,2 2,0 6,0

“Kamikadze”M6S

“Kamikadze”

M6

Attention: length means the length of a racing slide while height means the height of a top launch platform.

Inflatable slides from Harakiri and Kamikadze series are 
for those who need a surge of adrenaline. You`ll feel a real 
kamikadze standing on a 6 or even 8 meter high top launch 
platform but it`s just for the first time. No matter how extreme 
they are their security is guaranteed by soft racing slide and 
inflatable balloons.

These slides models with 
an S index are produced 
to install at seashore. Thus 
you don`t depend on any 
weather changes.

“Pool for a slide”

This inflatable pool can be used 
with different slides to secure a 

sustainable operation.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Inflatable slides

M6SL

No other Ukrainian manufacturer has an inflatable Tsunami slide. 
A speedy descent from a 6 meter top launch platform finishes at a flat 

smooth surface. Its construction doesn`t need a metal frame and a pool. 
Everything is in the supply unit! Inflate it, fix it and start working!

Attention! This slide is delivered with a ventilator. This model is not a leak-proof product.

We can offer a water slide of any length and take into 
account the peculiarities of the terrain.

Incredible sensations with a long descent with great 
speed!

“Megaslide"

"Tsunami"

"Tsunami"

“Megaslide"

"Tsunami" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m Height of a top launch platform, m

М5 SL 679 17,7 6,3 8,0 5,0

M6SL 680 21,5 6,5 8,6 6,0

М7 SL 681 25,5 9,4 10,0 7,0

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Water sleds and towed water rides

Banana is the most fascinating traditional water ride. A great deal 
of fun and adrenaline.

“Banana”

Double-tropic is not a turning over model. An ideal choice for 
parents with small children.

“Tropic”

“Tropic”

Attention! It`s obligatory to use Profi life-jackets on these rides.

“Тропик”
“Banana”   width 1,2 m  height 0,65 m

Number of seats 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12

Length, m 3,4 3,95 4,5 5,05 5,6 6,15 6,7 7,8 8,9

“Tropic”   width 1,2 m  height 1,25 m

Number of seats 3 4 5 6 7 8 10

Length, m 3,7 4,25 4,8 5,35 5,9 6,45 7,55

“Double-Banana”   width 2,2 m  height 0,65 m

Number of seats 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Length, m 3,95 4,5 5,05 5,6 6,15 6,7 7,25 7,8

"Double-tropic"   width 2,2 m  height 1,25 m

Number of seats 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Length, m 3,7 4,25 4,8 5,35 5,9 6,45 7,0 7,55

“Double-tropic”

“Banana”

“Banana”

“Double-Banana”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Towed water rides

“Shark”

"Shark-twin"

“Shark”

“Raft”

Attention! It`s obligatory to use Profi life-jackets on these rides.

“Shark”   width 1,2 m  height 1,8 m

Number of seats 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14

Length, m 4,5 5,05 5,6 6,15 6,7 7,8 8,9 9,45

"Double-Shark"   width 2,2 m  height 1,8 m

Number of seats 8 10 12 14 16 18

Length, m 4,5 5,05 5,6 6,15 6,7 7,25

"Shark-twin"   width 2,2 m  height 1,8 m

Number of seats 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Length, m 5,2 5,75 6,3 6,85 7,4 7,95 8,5 9,05 9,6 10,15

"Raft"   width 2,2 m  height 0,8 m

Number of seats 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Length, m 4,6 5,15 5,7 6,25 6,8 7,35 7,9 8,45 9,0 9,55 10,1 10,65

“Raft”

“Raft”“Shark”

“Raft”

It`s the most secure Banana variation. Those who have an 
experience of exploiting double row water sled know that their 
problem is a constant explosion of a middle balloon because of 
the highest pressure. Raft doesn`t have this disadvantages.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Towed water rides

“Whale-twin”

“Whale-trio”

“Whale”

“Orca”

“Orca-twin”

Attention! It`s obligatory to use Profi life-jackets on these rides.

Whale and Orca are new members in a RIF water towed rides family. 
Enormous sizes of a funny whale and a serious orca will draw a lot of attention.

Whale-twin and Orca-twin are new 
members of the water towed rides 

family too. Their characteristics are 
maximum security and an interesting 

design. Sizes of these ocean habitants 
are limited by your boat power.

“Whale”   width 1,2 m  height 1,4 m

Number of seats 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14

Length, m 4,5 5,05 5,6 6,15 6,7 7,8 8,9 10,0

“Orca”   width 1,2 m  height 1,4 m

Number of seats 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14

Length, m 4,5 5,05 5,6 6,15 6,7 7,8 8,9 10,0

“Whale-twin”       width 2,2 m  height 1,4 m

Number of seats 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Length, m 5,2 5,75 6,3 6,85 7,4 7,95 8,5 9,05 9,6 10,15 10,7 11,25

“Whale-trio”   width 3,15 m  height 1,4 m

Number of seats 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45

Length, m 7,0 7,6 8,2 8,8 9,4 10,0 10,6 11,2 11,8 12,4

“Orca-twin”   width 2,2 m  height 1,4 m

Number of seats 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Length, m 5,2 5,75 6,3 6,85 7,4 7,95 8,5 9,05 9,6 10,15 10,7 11,25

“Orca”

“Whale-twin”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Towed water slides

“Alligator”

“Alligator-twin”

“Alligator”   width 1,2 m  height 0,8 m

Number of seats 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14

Length, m 4,5 5,05 5,6 6,15 6,7 7,8 8,9 10,0

“Alligator-twin”   width 2,2 m  height 0,8 m

Number of seats 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Length, m 5,2 5,75 6,3 6,85 7,4 7,95 8,5 9,05 9,6 10,15 10,7 11,25

A funny habitant of African jungles Alligator 
lives now in Azov and Black seas and in many 
different bodies of water. A secure model 
Alligator-twin is a new member RIF® family 
RAFT that`s characterized by maximum 
security and an unusual design. This jungle 
habitant sizes exceed those at nature and are 
limited just by your boat power.

«Dragon-twin»

“Dragon-twin”   width 2,2 m  height 1,6 m

Number of seats 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

Length, m 7,5 8,05 8,6 9,15 9,7 10,25 10,8 11,35 11,9 12,45

«Three-headed snake»   width 3,15 m  height 1,6 m

Number of seats 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45

Length, m 8,5 9,1 9,8 10,4 11 11,6 12,2 12,8

«Three-headed snake»

A water dragon is a new habitant of our 
bodies of water. Its cheerful smile and 

huge size invite you for a sea trip.

This three-headed snake is for real lovers of sea trips in a big company. It`s 
possible to produced it only with 24 seats because of construction peculiarities.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Extreme rides

Attention! It`s obligatory to use Profi life-jackets on these rides.

“V1”

“V3.1”

Inflatable water ride Virazh is a towed water ride the construction peculiarity of which is a double layer bottom. This form provides an easier 
planing of a sled thus you can use a boat with less motor power. Its advantage is a less stable position at a planing because of less contact 
surface with water thus any pilot`s or racers` mistake may overturn the sled. Moreover a double layer bottom construction experiences a huge 
pressure. Thus this series of rides has a limited guarantee. 

"Virazh" series
"Virazh" series

Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

V1 805 1,4 1,4 0,45

V2 806 1,9 1,8 0,8

V3.1 807 2,2 2,8 0,8

V3.3 809 2,1 2,2 0,8

“V 3.3”“V2”

“V 3.3”

“V 3.3”

“V 3.3”

“V3.1”

“V3.1”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Extreme rides
Inflatable water ride series Formula is our first series 
that we`ve been producing for 15 years with constant 
modifications. From the simplest single-seated to the 
most difficult five-seated one or on an inflatable mat 
these towed rides from RIF® family are designed for 
your fun.  These extreme water rides peculiarity is 
a flat or practically flat bottom and a secure planing 
sustainable to minor pilot`s mistakes. Inflatable seats 
in some of the models guarantee security.

“F 0” “F 2” “F 3”“F 1”

“F 5”

“Formula”  series

“Formula”  series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

F0 801 1,4 1,4 0,45

F1 802 1,7 1,4 0,55

F2 803 2,2 1,8 0,60

F3 822 2,4 2,2 0,60

F5 804 3,15 2,35 0,85

Attention! It`s obligatory to use Profi life-jackets on these rides.

“F 3”

“F 3”“F 2”

“F 2”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Extreme rides

Bullet is a ride for real adventure-seekers. 
If the motor power is enough apart from 

planning rotation is guaranteed.

New extreme (very extreme) ride Manta.

“Bullet”

“Bullet”
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Bullet” 817 2,1 1,4 1,4

“Manta”
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Manta” 830 2,7 4,8 0,6

“Rodeo”

“Rodeo”

“Rodeo”
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Rodeo” 816 1,3 1,2 0,4

Rodeo is a single-seated 
towed ride. A racer standing 

on his knees may change 
the center of gravity to get 

new emotions.

“Parus P3”

“Delta D3”

“Parus”
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

"Parus Р2" 810 2,4 1,6 0,77

"Parus Р3" 811 2,5 2,1 0,77

"Parus Р4" 812 2,6 2,8 0,77

“Delta”
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

"Delta D2" 813 2,3 2,0 0,8

"Delta D3" 814 2,3 2,35 0,8

"Delta D4" 815 2,3 2,6 0,8

“Parus P3”

“Delta D3”

Parus and Delta are new towed 
extreme water rides. Enjoy it!

“Manta”

“Manta”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Extreme rides

"Batman" series
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

B2 820 3,4 4,3 0,85

B3 821 3,4 5,5 0,85

“Batman” 3

“Batman” 2

Batman 2-6 is a six-seated 
double rowed ride. With its full 
capacity it can be used as a 
regular Double-Banana sled and 
thus it`s impossible to turn it over. 
And with its minimum capacity a 
Batman wing with no problem will 
lift its passengers above the water 
surface.

Record "Batman" 
21 place!

Attention! It`s obligatory to use Profi life-jackets on these rides.

“Batman” 3

Batman is the most extreme ride from RIF® family. It has the most interesting design. It promises 
a huge surge of adrenaline. It`s just for adventure-seekers! Its construction under certain 
circumstances allows flying.

Batman 3-9 is nine-seated triple rowed ride. With 
its maximum capacity it can be used as a regular 

Double-Banana. Index `3` shows a maximum 
passengers number to fly.

Two types of the ride are available: 
2-6 seated or 3-9 seated one.

“Batman” 2

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Life-jackets “Profi”
To use Profi life-jackets on all rides is an obligatory requirement. Don`t save on security! RIF life-jackets meet with all European norms on these products.

Materials that are used in Profi life-jacket productions are sun and rot proof. Thus your purchase is a long-term and secure investment into security.

Children life-jacket

Life-jacket

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Products for leisure time

Products for leisure time
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Water polo“ 1005 16,5 10,0 1,3

“Aqua volleyball“ 1006 10,0 5,0 1,6

“Titan” 1008 9,0 8,0 1,5

“Island“ 4х4 1010 10,5 5,0 2,7

“Island“ 5х5 1011 12,5 6,0 4,0

“Neptun“ 1041 8,45 5,63 3,57

“Titan”“Titan”

An inflatable complex Titan is an interesting inflatable island lost in the sea. Even during heatwave it will attract children who like jump, climb and get fun at the same time. Moreover you 
can use it as a base far away in the sea during Banana sea trips.

Slippery football. A very slippery and soft field 
provides new and unforgettable emotions.

“Slippery football”

"Island" 5x5

"Island" 4x4

An Island set can be a real island 
along with Banana ride lost in the 
sea. Its main advantage is a wet 
slide. You can choose between 
two different island and slide 
sizes. 

Water polo is an amusement for an 
active leisure time. Now this game 

is more interesting and fascinating.

“Titan”

Neptun complex 
with a pool is a good 
choice for seashore 
ground where there 

are a lot of small 
children. Warm 

water in the pool and 
a soft slide make 

children be happy 
and parents not 

worried.

“Water polo”

“Neptun”

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Products for leisure time

Blob
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

B5 1034 5,0 2,0 1,0

B7 1035 7,0 2,0 1,0

B10 1036 10,0 2,0 1,0

B12 1037 12,0 2,0 1,0

“Inflatable buoy”

“Aqua volleyball”

“Inflatable pool”

“Blob”

A water catapult or a blob is a new ride in the entertainment industry. This ride 
allows you to emerge into water differently.

You may organize competition on a 
beautiful jump or on the highest jump. 
A very funny water ride that will draw 
attention of many passers-by.  Blob 
attracts a lot of people because it`s a very 
fascinating performance.

Blobing is the funniest attraction both for adults and children. It`s easy to use 
and doesn`t require any special technical service.

“Pyramid”“Pyramid”

Double-boarded 
inflatable pool

Aqua volleyball is a new ride for 
an active leisure time. It takes 
you several minutes to install a 
colourful inflatable surface at 
shallow water and start the 
championship.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Winter

Funny family waits you

You are the owner of a skating 
rink who wants to increment 
its benefits? Thus you need 
our assistants for young 
figure-skaters. Those who do 
not stand confidently on ice 
will be happy to have these 
assistants.

You have four different models to choose: 
a serious and strict Penguin, Funny and 
cheerful Bear, serious and respectable Sea 
bear and a new model a beautiful Squirrel.

With their help young figure-skaters will stand more 
confidently and will keep their balance better. Using 
an additional supporter they will faster get necessary 
figure-skating skills. And they will be very eager to visit 
your skating rink again and again.

If you think that just children need 
these assistants you`re mistaken.

Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m Height of handles, m

"Penguin" 1115 0,52 0,45 0,8 0,58

"Bear" 1120 0,55 0,5 1,05 0,92

"Sea bear" 1121 0,9 0,4 0,76 0,76

"Squirrel" 1122 0,6 0,4 0,87 0,8

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Winter

"Profi-Solo"

Shoe covers

"Profi-duet"

The model features a very strong towing knot that 
is sustainable to a tow by a snowmobile.

Inflatable sleds
Model code Length, m Width, m Height, m

“Profi-Solo“ 1140 0,9 0,6 0,2

“Profi-duet“ 1145 1,3 0,65 0,2

Shoe covers are used during winter time.

Inflatable set produced by RIF® company may be used in winter time too due to 
a unique glue technology.

Inflatable RIF® sleds are produced 
of high quality PVC material that is 
resistant and sustainable to freezing 
temperatures (till -40°С). Inflatable 
sleds can easily glide on an ice or 
snowed surface as well as on water 
surface serving as a small mat for 
swimming. You can swim with it 
holding handles and pushing yourself 
with legs. The usage of inflatable sleds 
in comparison to sleds with a rigid 
frame reduces the risk to get hurt on 
falling off or bumping into. RIF® sleds 
are very easy to ride just bend your 
body and you`ll change the direction 
of the sleds. 

"Profi-duet"Towed rides can be used 
during winter time too! Any 

model can be produced 
both for winter and summer 

exploitation.

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Mobile rides
New models of ride produced by RIF®! This series is for those whose lifestyle and business is a road.  It takes you several 
hours to start it operate.

A unit of 5-6 such trailers, different inflatable 
trampolines, simple bonus game amusements and 
simple kitchen equipment make a mobile amusement 
park.

Trailer 1 is a playing room along with trampolines. Trailer size is 
6м х 2.5м, playing room size is 6 х 3.2м, two complete levels and 
a double seated trampoline size is 6 х 3.55м. The total ride size is 
6.06 х 6.74м!

Trailer 2 is a playing room along with a trampoline. 
Trailer size is 6м х 2.5м, playing room size is 6 х 2.5м, 
two complete levels and a double seated trampoline 
size is 6 х 1.93м. The total ride size is 6.06 х 6.38м!

Trailer 1 Trailer 1 Trailer 1

Trailer 2

Trailer 2

Trailer 2

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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Mobile rides

Trailer-5 is a demand four-seated Jump installed on a 
5.6 meter trailer.

Trailer-4 is a demand two-seated Jump installed on a 
4.8 meter trailer.

Trailer-6 consists of a high inflatable slide, G-shock 
amusement and a climbing wall with a security system. The 
whole unit is transported in one trailer and two operators 
maintain it.

Mobile rides
Model code Length, m Trailer length, m Width, m Height, m

Trailer 1 1201 6,06 6,0 6,74 3,3

Trailer 2 1202 6,06 6,0 6,38 3,3

Trailer 3 1203 10,8 2,95 10,8 7,3

Trailer 4 1204 6,5 4,8 4,8 3,3

Trailer 5 1205 10,3 5,6 5,7 3,3

Trailer 4 Trailer 5

A popular trampoline Fantastic Jump-4 installed on a trailer and is ready for new adventures. It takes you little time to start and finish its operation. 
A supply unit includes electrical cable and illumination.

Such an amusement park may leave the city in the morning, in the afternoon be in another one and next morning 
come back and at 2 or 3 pm receive new visitors.  Everything is possible with our new models.

Trailer 3Trailer 3

Trailer 3

Trailer 6

For more information, 
please, visit our site
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RIF® - is the member of Russian 
association of parks and 

amusement manufacturers.

RIF® - is registered trade mark, all rights reserved.

 - is a registered trade sign of company.

© RIF 2017.  All rights reserved.

We`ve been producing good amusement rides for 18 years. Their high quality is 
provided by the combination of production technologies, highly qualified staff and 
the best quality materials. 

When we speak about the quality it means the choice without compromise. 

There is a multilevel control system at the plant. We annually extend our production 
line thus we meet all the market demands. 

Our products don`t need a complicated technical service and special storage 
conditions, and product maintenance cost are very low. 

We provide a long-term quality system that includes the warranty, fast service and 
supply of spare and accessory parts. All these make RIF® products attractive for 
investments.

Attention! There are 
many different products 
manufactured by a RIF® 

group company at the web 
site.

We did our best to present completely 
full and correct information about our 
products. 

Along with it we`re responsible for any 
mistakes or misprints done during 
the publication of information.

All published materials are for 
information purpose.
Any copy, usage or transfer of this 
catalogue images or ones from our 
web site is allowed just with written 
company consent.

RIF® reserves the right to make 
any changes into specification, 
construction, delivery conditions 
and technical supply of any product 
without notification.

The presented information is 
complete for the moment of collecting 
the material. New products that will 
be produced after the catalogue 
publication may be found at our web 
site.

All products presented in this 
catalogue are proper production line 
of RIF® group company.


